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Taking down tampon ‘period tax’
Nationwide campaign reflects
broader debate on ‘gender pricing’
By COLLEEN LONG and JENNIFER PELTZ
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Margo Seibert and Natalie
Brasington don’t think women should have
to pay a “period tax,” and like a growing
number of other women, they are publicly
questioning whether being female in the
United States carries unfair costs.
The pair are among five New York City

women who filed a lawsuit last week arguing that it was unconstitutional for the state
to levy sales tax on tampons and sanitary
napkins while offering medical product exemptions to many other items used by both
genders, such as lip balm, foot powder and
dandruff shampoo.
The case, they say, is about more than the
few cents in tax levied on each pack.
Sick of the social taboo, and frustrated by
a lack of access for some to a staple, these
women and others are talking very publicly about menstruation and gaining political
traction that would have been impossible a

generation ago.
A national push to abolish sales tax on
tampons is gathering steam, led by social
media campaigns like #periodswithoutshame. At least seven states now are considering legislation. Illinois lawmakers were
holding a hearing on the latest proposal
Wednesday. Connecticut legislators discussed the issue Monday.
Cosmopolitan magazine launched an online
petition, and even President Barack Obama
has questioned why the items are taxed.
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WINTER STORMS » Saturated landscape spurs alert as more rain heads in

Fears rise over floods

FORESTVILLE

Triple slaying co-defendant Odin
Dwyer, left, said Wednesday that he
saw Mark Cappello holding the gun
after hearing the sound of gunfire.

Partner
recounts
shooter’s
tactics
Odin Dwyer’s testimony
describing slaying likely
crucial to prosecution
By RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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RISING WATERWAYS: Scorpio Stardust paddles her kayak out into the Laguna de Santa Rosa, off Occidental Road north of Sebastopol, on Wednesday.
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

series of extremely wet winter storms
aimed at the North Coast is expected to
put some roadways under water and raise
local rivers to the brink of flooding as the weekend nears.
If all goes well, there could be enough time between waves of intense rainfall to prevent significant flooding, though emergency crews will be
monitoring conditions closely in the event they
need to respond, officials said.
“We’re just kind of in watch-and-wait mode,”

Petaluma Fire Battalion Chief Mike Medeiros
said Wednesday, echoing sentiments from authorities around the region.
Still, officials were clearly bracing for what lay
ahead. In Lake County, for instance, the gates of the
dam at Cache Creek were opened to relieve Clear
Lake of some of its water before the storm. In southern Lake County, officials were watching still-bare
hillsides scorched by the Valley fire and other blazes, hoping erosion control measures would hold.
The Army Corps of Engineers also was releasing water from Lake Sonoma.
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EXPECTING DOWNPOURS
Through Friday: Heaviest rain
expected early today and will last
until Friday night, with nearly
4 inches of rain in Santa Rosa and
up to 7 inches in the coastal hills
Through Monday: Up to 2 inches
of rain in Santa Rosa and up to
5 inches in the wettest regions
Flash flood warning: Issued for
the North Bay through Sunday
INSIDE: For a complete forecast,
see Page C8

Dramatic testimony Wednesday in a triple-homicide trial
included a key prosecution witness recounting how he turned
toward the “pop, pop, pop” of
gunfire and saw suspect Mark
Cappello holding a handgun,
standing inside the room where
three men were shot to death.
Odin Dwyer described a cold
and calculated Cappello, saying
the suspected triggerman left
the men dead in a back bedroom
of a Forestville cottage and
made off with most of the marijuana he had pretended he was
going to buy.
Dwyer said he knew Cappello brought a hidden handgun
to the marijuana deal, and that
Cappello had given him an ice
pick, which he had hidden under a sock. But he testified he
was just a hired hand and wasn’t
expecting violence.
“What did you do that for?”
Dwyer said he asked Cappello
after the shootings.
“‘It was something that had to
be done,’” Dwyer said Cappello
responded.
Dwyer, 41, who is from Colorado, testified against Cappello
under a grant of immunity that
allows him to avoid a potential
life sentence for his role in the
slayings. Dwyer’s father, Francis Dwyer, 68, of New Mexico,
has the same deal with prosecutors and last week testified
against Cappello.
Odin
Dwyer’s
testimony
Wednesday was considered a
crucial point in the prosecuTURN TO SHOOTER » PAGE A2

Florida braces for another political spectacle
By JEREMY W. PETERS
NEW YORK TIMES

PALM BEACH, Fla. — After testing
the bounds of vulgarity, factuality
and decency, the most surreal presidential campaign in modern times
now arrives in the state where hanging chads, romantic dalliances and a
mishmash of voting allegiances have
made and unmade political careers.
This is Florida, where campaign
money flows like sugar cane runoff
and the Republican Party is planning
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decide whether he should
to make what could be its FLORIDA DEBATE
stay in the race if he loses.
last stand against a man, Democrats Hillary
And Sen. Ted Cruz of Texas
Donald Trump, who em- Clinton and Bernie
will see how far his efforts
bodies many of the state’s Sanders try to outdo
to chip away at the support
stereotypes — the love of a each other in assailing
of both rivals can go.
year-round suntan, an ob- Donald Trump / B3
A glimpse of the antics
session with golf, a preenthat lie ahead came Tuesday night
ing ostentation.
The state’s winner-take-all primary when Trump won Hawaii, Michigan
on Tuesday is shaping to be a climactic and Mississippi. He celebrated at his
moment. Trump’s insurgent candida- golf club in Jupiter, where he set out
cy faces the biggest test yet of wheth- on display an array of Trump-branded
er it is built to endure. Marco Rubio,
Florida’s junior senator, will have to
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SENIOR CENTER EMBEZZLEMENT CASE: Two

men in court, accused of stealing more than
$100,000 from a Sonoma Valley nonprofit / A3
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Republican presidential candidate Sen. Marco
Rubio, R-Fla., takes selfies with supporters during a
campaign rally Wednesday in Hialeah, Fla.
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